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We consider a two person perfect information game with a buffer. On each
n < < < <round, Player I selects a vector ¨ g R with ¨ F 1, where ? is the l -norm, and2
Player II can either put the vector in the buffer or choose a sign e s "1 for ai
given vector ¨ . There are no more than d vectors that can be put in the buffer.i
< <Player II's object is to keep the cumulative sum  e ¨ as small as possible. Wei i
prove that the value of the game goes to infinity if d F n y 2. We give an upper
bound of the value if d G n y 1. The same results hold for a generalized problem.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper considers a variant of a two-person perfect information game
w xstudied by Spencer 1 .
We will restrict ourselves in the n-dimensional Euclidean space R n
 .  . n < <n G 2 . For a point x s x , x , . . . , x g R , let x be the l -norm of x,1 2 n 2
i.e.,
1r2n
2< <x s x . i /
is1
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The Pusher]Chooser Game
Let us consider a zero-sum two-player game consisting of t rounds.
There is a point P g R n called the position vector which will be moved
 .around; it is set initially at 0. On each round the first player, Paul pusher ,
n < <  .selects ¨ g R with ¨ F 1 and then the second player, Carole chooser ,
knowing P and ¨ , resets P to either P q ¨ or P y ¨ . Let P denote thet
< <value of P after the completion of t rounds. The payoff to Paul is P . Lett
 .  .Val t be the value to Paul of the game.
w xThis game has a simple solution 2 . Paul can always choose a unit vector
< < 2 < < 2¨ orthogonal to P so that, regardless of Carole's choice, P s P q 1i iy1’< <and P s t . On the other hand, Carole may always select a sign so thatt ’< <"¨ makes an obtuse or right angle with P and with this strategy P F t .t’Hence the game has value t .
The game changes behavior completely if Paul must select all of his
vectors before Carole gives her choice. Barany and Grinberg have proved
w xthe following theorem 3 .
w x nTHEOREM 1 3 . Let ¨ , ¨ , . . . be an infinite sequence of ¨ectors in R1 2
5 5 5 5with ¨ F 1, where ? is any norm. Then there exist signs e s "1 so thati i
t
e ¨ F 2n , t s 1, 2, 3, . . . . i i
is1
Now let us consider a variant of the game.
The Pusher]Chooser Game with a Buffer
In this game the chooser Carole has a buffer of size d in which she can
store up to d vectors Paul selected. The position vector P g R n is set
n < <initially at 0. On each round, Paul selects a vector ¨ g R with ¨ F 1.i i
Carole has two ways to respond:
1. store ¨ in the buffer if the number of vectors in the buffer is lessi
than d
or
2. reset the position vector P to one of P " w, where w belongs to
 4  4the set T s vectors in the buffer j ¨ , and leave other vectors of T ini
the buffer.
Barany and Grinberg's proof of Theorem 1 shows that if the size of the
buffer is equal to the dimension n, then there is a finite upper bound to
the value of the pusher]chooser game that is independent of the number
of rounds. On the other hand, if the buffer has size 0, then the value of the
game goes to infinity. In this paper we will show that in the pusher]chooser
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game with a buffer, the value of the game goes to infinity if the size of the
buffer is less than or equal to n y 2; the value is bounded by a finite
number depending only on the dimension n if the size of the buffer is at
least n y 1. The technique that we used is the theory of linear inequalities
w xfollowed from Barany and Grinberg 3 .
2. MAIN RESULTS
Let us denote the size of the buffer by d.
THEOREM 2.
’Val t s t y d if d F n y 2. .
Proof. Let Paul begin with orthonormal vectors ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ , ¨ .1 2 d dq1
Whatever Carole chooses, the position vector P and the vectors in the1
buffer are pairwise orthogonal. Paul always selects a unit vector ¨ tq1
orthogonal to P and all the vectors in the buffer on the round t. Such at
vector ¨ exists because the dimension of the subspace spanned by Ptq1 t
and the vectors in the buffer is at most 1 q d, which is less than n.
By this strategy, Paul can always keep the position P , the current vectort
¨ , and the vectors in the buffer orthogonal. Therefore, regardless oftq1
2 2 ’< < < < < <Carole's choice, P s P q 1 for t G d. Thus P s t y d . That is,tq1 t t’ .Val t s t y d .
COROLLARY 3. The ¨alue of the pusher]chooser game with a buffer of size
d goes to infinity if d F n y 2. This statement remains true if the l -norm is2
replaced by any other norm which is equi¨ alent to the l -norm.2
THEOREM 4. In the pusher]chooser game with a buffer, if the size of the
buffer is at least n y 1, then there is a strategy for Carole so that
< <P F n q 1 for t s 1, 2, 3, . . . .t
Proof. We prove Theorem 4 with d s n y 1.
The game can be restated as follows. On each round, Paul selects a
vector ¨ . Assign to ¨ a variable x . The variable is floating between y1i i i
and 1 unless Carole sets it to 1 or y1, in which case it is fixed. On each
round, Carole needs to fix all but at most n y 1 variables x . Once ai
variable is fixed, it will never change its value.
A fixed variable is marked if Carole puts a mark on it.
We will prove the following statement first.
 .Statement 1. On each round t t G n q 1 , Carole can fix all but n y 1
variables x to "1 with one of them marked so that the following systemi
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 t . w xof equations holds for some numbers a g y1, 1 :i
x ¨ q a  t .¨ s 0 for i F t . 1 . i i i i
x fixed x floatingi i
without marks or marked
We prove Statement 1 by induction on t.
The initial case t s n q 1: At the beginning of the game, Carole may
put the vectors in the buffer until Paul selects vectors ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ .1 2 n
Carole's strategy is to set x to be 1 and put a mark on x . Then it is Paul's1 1
turn to select the vector ¨ . The following system of linear equationsnq1
with a to be determined,i
nq1
w xa ¨ s 0, a g y1, 1 , i i i
is1
has nontrivial solutions. It is easy to see that the set of solutions is convex,
compact, and of dimension at least 1. We take an extreme point in the set
ªnq1.of solutions and denote it by a .
There exists an index i such that the ith entry a nq1. is either 1 or y1.i
Case 1. i / 1. In this case Carole fixes x to be a nq1..i i
Case 2. i s 1 and a nq1. s 1. In this case Carole removed the mark1
on x , sets x s 1, and puts a mark on x .1 2 2
Case 3. i s 1 and a nq1. s y1. This case can be avoided by taking the1
ªnq1.extreme solution to be ya ; then it changes to the second case.
Therefore Statement 1 is true for t s n q 1.
Suppose the statement is true for t. That is, Carole fixed all but n y 1
variables x to be "1 with one of them marked, and the system ofi
 .  t . w xequations 1 holds for some numbers a g y1, 1 .i
Now we prove that Statement 1 is true for t q 1.
After Paul selects the vector ¨ , the system of equations, for fixed xtq1 i
and a  tq1. to be determined,i
x ¨ q a  tq1.¨ i i i i
x fixed without marks x floating or markedi i
iFt iFt
 tq1. w xq a ¨ s 0, a g y1, 1 , 2 .tq1 tq1 i
has a solution
a  tq1. s a  t . if i F t ,i i
a  tq1. s 0.tq1
However, there may be n variables x with i F t q 1 that are floating.i
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 .The set of solutions for the system of equations 2 is convex and
compact. Furthermore, it is of dimension at least 1. We take an extreme
ª tq1.point in the set of solutions and denote it by a . There exists at least
one index j F t q 1 such that a  tq1. s "1.j
Case 1. x is a floating variable. In this case Carole fixes x to bej j
a  tq1..j
Case 2. x is the marked variable and a  tq1. s 1. In this case Carolej j
removes the mark of x , takes the currently floating variable with thej
smallest index, and fixes it to be 1 with a mark.
In both Case 1 and Case 2, the number of floating variables is no more
than n y 1 and there is only one fixed variable which is marked.
Case 3. x is the marked variable and a  tq1. s y1. This case can bej j
 .avoided. Since the set of solutions for system 2 is convex, compact, and of
ª tq1.dimension at least 1, there is a vector b such that
ªª tq1.  tq1.a q sb
 . w xis still in the set of solutions for system 2 with s g 0, e . We take the
maximal such s and let
ªª ª tq1.  tq1.  tq1.a s a q s b ;New max
ª tq1.then either a s "1 for some index j where x is floating, orNew, j j
ª tq1.a s 1 for the index j where x is marked. Hence the case reduces toNew, j j
Case 1 or Case 2 in which Carole can keep the statement true for t q 1.
This finishes the proof of Statement 1.
Note that, on each round t, the position vector P can be expressed ast
follows:
P s x ¨ s x#¨# q x ¨ , t i i i i
x fixed x fixed without marksi i
iFt iFt
where x# s 1 is the marked variable at round t. Therefore
P y ¨# q a  t .¨ s 0.t i i
x floatingi
or marked
Thus
< < < < <  t . <P F ¨# q a ¨t i i
x floatingi
or marked
F 1 q n.
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The proof of Theorem 4 gives a new proof of Theorem 1.
COROLLARY 5. Let ¨ , ¨ , . . . be an infinite sequence of ¨ectors in R n1 2
< <with ¨ F 1. Then there exist signs e s "1 such thati i
t
e ¨ F 2n , t s 1, 2, 3, . . . . i i
is1
Proof. Let us repeat the procedures as in the proof of Theorem 4 with
d s n y 1. We set e s x if x has ever been fixed. Otherwise let e s "1i i i i
arbitrarily. Let S s t e ¨ . Thent is1 i i
iFt iFt
 t .S y x ¨ q a ¨ t i i i i 0x fixed without marks x floating or markedi i
on round t on round t
iFt
 t .s e y a ¨ . . i i i
x floating or markedi
on round t
There is only one marked variable and at most n y 1 floating variables on
round t; hence
< <S F 2n ,t
for t s 1, 2, . . . .
Remark. Theorem 4 and Corollary 5 are valid for any symmetric
seminorm, where a symmetric seminorm is a map h: R n ª R satisfying
 .  .  .  .1. triangle inequality h x q y F h x q h y
and
 . < <  . n2. h ax s a h x , where x g R and a g R.
3. A GENERALIZATION OF THE PUSHER]CHOOSER
GAME WITH A BUFFER
In this section we consider a generalization of the pusher]chooser
game.
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The Generalized Pusher]Chooser Game with a Buffer
It is again a two-person perfect information game between the pusher
and the chooser. Let the position vector P g R n be set initially at 0. On
each round Paul, the pusher, selects a set of vectors C , where C isi i
contained in the n-dimensional unit ball B n with 0 g Conv C . Carole, thei
chooser, has a buffer in which she can store up to d sets Paul selected.
After Paul selects a set C , Carole has two ways to respond:i
1. store the set C in the buffer if the number of sets in the buffer isi
less that d
or
2. reset the position vector P to P q c, where c g C g T s sets in
4  4the buffer j C , and leave other sets of T in the buffer.i
Let P be the value of P after the completion of t rounds. The payoff tot
< <  .  .Paul is P . Let Val t be the value to Paul of the generalized game. Thet
game described in preceding sections is a special case of the generalized
 4pusher]chooser game with C s ¨ , y¨ .i i i
By Theorem 2, the value of the generalized game with a buffer goes to
infinity if the size of the buffer is less than or equal to n y 2.
THEOREM 6. In the generalized pusher]chooser game with a buffer,
Carole has a strategy to choose c g C such thati i
< <P F n q 1, t s 1, 2, 3, . . . ,t
if the size of the buffer is at least n y 1.
Proof. We prove Theorem 6 with the assumption that the size of buffer
is n y 1.
As in Theorem 4, the game can be restated as follows. On each round,
Paul selects a set C of vectors with C : B n and 0 g Conv C . Assign ai i i
 .floating variable x ¨ to each vector ¨ g C . The variable is floatingi i
 .  .between 0 and 1. It becomes fixed whenever x ¨ s 0, or x ¨ s 1 andi i
Carole chooses ¨ as c . The set C is fixed if c g C is chosen andi i i i
 .  .x c s 1, x w s 0 for w / c . Otherwise C is unfixed. On each round,i i i i i
Carole needs to fix all but at most n y 1 sets C .i
We will prove the following statement.
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Statement 2. On each round t G n, Carole can fix all but n y 1 sets Ci
with at most one of them marked so that the following system of equations
holds:
t
 t .a ¨ ¨ s 0, .  i
is1 ¨gCi 3 .
 t .a ¨ s 1, i s 1, 2, 3, . . . t , . i
¨gCi
where
 t . .  .  .1. a ¨ s x ¨ if x ¨ is already fixed on round t, and C is noti i i i
marked;
 t . .2. a ¨ G 0 for all ¨ g C .i i
ª t . .Denote the solution of system 3 by a .
We prove Statement 2 by induction on t with t G n. Without loss of
 4  .generality, we may assume that C / 0 for all i. Thus Card C G 2 for alli i
 t . .i. Also note that if the set C is fixed, then the equation  a ¨ s 1i ¨ g C ii
holds trivially.
The initial case t s n: At the beginning of the game, Carole may put the
sets C in the buffer until Paul selects sets C , C , . . . , C . By the assump-i 1 2 n
tion, the system of equations
n
n.a ¨ ¨ s 0, .  i
is1 ¨gCi 4 .
n.a ¨ s 1, i s 1, 2, . . . , n , . i
¨gCi
n. .has solutions with a ¨ G 0. It is evident that the number of indepen-i
 .  .dent equations in system 4 is no more than 2n. Hence system 4 has a
ªn. n. .solution a in which at most 2n numbers a ¨ which are not zero.i
 . n.Carole fixes x ¨ to be 0 if a s 0.i i
Case 1. For some indices i, there is only one vector ¨ g C such thati i
n. . n. . n. .a ¨ / 0. We have a ¨ s 1 since  a ¨ s 1. In this case,i i i i ¨ g C ii
Carole chooses ¨ as c g C and fixes the set C by settingi i i i
x c s 1, x w s 0 if w / c . .  .i i i i
n. .Repeat this step until there is no index j such that a ¨ / 0 for onlyj
one vector ¨ g C . Then Carole puts all the unfixed sets C in the buffer.j i
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Case 2. For all the indices 1 F i F n, there are exactly two vectors in
n. . XC such that a ¨ / 0. Assume the two vectors in C are ¨ and ¨ .i i 1 1 1
 .  X .Carole chooses c s ¨ and sets x ¨ s 1, x ¨ s 0. Then C is fixed.1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Carole puts a mark on the set C .1
In both cases, Statement 2 is true for t s n.
Suppose that Statement 2 is true for t G n. That is, Carole fixed all but
n y 1 sets C with at most one of them marked, and the system ofi
ª t . .equations 3 holds for some a satisfying
 t . .  .  .1. a ¨ s x ¨ if x ¨ is fixed on round t and C is not marked;i i i i
 t . .2. a ¨ G 0 for all ¨ g C .i i
Furthermore, we may assume that if C is the fixed set with a mark,k
X  t . .then there are exactly two vectors ¨ and ¨ in C such that a ¨ / 0k k k k k
 t . X .and a ¨ / 0.k k
Now we prove that Statement 2 is true for t q 1.
By the assumption, 0 g Conv C . Therefore the following systemtq1
  tq1. .of equations, in which the variables to be determined are a ¨ N i Fi
 . 4   tq1. .  tq1. X . 4t q 1, x ¨ is floating j a ¨ , a ¨ N C is marked ,i k k k k k
tq1
 tq1.a ¨ ¨ s 0, .  i
is1 ¨gCi 5 .
 tq1.a ¨ s 1, C unfixed or marked, i F t q 1, . i i
¨gCi
has nonnegative solutions.
 .The number of independent equations in system 5 is at most 2n q 1;
ª tq1.  .thus there is a nonnegative solution a for system 5 satisfying the
  ..following conditions hereafter referred to as ) :
 tq1. .  t . .  .  .1. a ¨ s a ¨ s x ¨ if x ¨ is fixed and C is not marked.i i i i i
 tq1. .  t . .2. a ¨ s 0 if C is marked and a ¨ s 0.k k k
  tq1. .  tq1. . 43. The number of a ¨ N a ¨ / 0 is no more than 2n q 1.i i
The strategy for Carole is the following.
 .  tq1. .Step 1. Fix floating variables x ¨ to be 0 if a ¨ s 0 for alli i
i F t q 1. For any index i with which C is unfixed, if there is only onei
 tq1. .  tq1. .vector ¨ g C such that a ¨ / 0, then a ¨ s 1 sincei i i i i i
 tq1. . a ¨ s 1. In this case Carole fixes the set C by choosing ¨ to¨ g C i i ii
 .be c and setting x ¨ s 1.i i i
Step 2. After Step 1, check the number N of unfixed sets C . Note thati
if C is unfixed, then there are at least two vectors in C such thati i
 tq1. .a ¨ / 0.i
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Step 3. If this number N is less than or equal to n y 1, then Carole
waits for Paul to give the next set C .tq2
If the number N of unfixed sets C is equal to n, there are two cases.i
Case 1. There is no fixed set with a mark on round t. Since the number
 tq1. .of nonzero a ¨ s is no more than 2n q 1, there exists an indexi
j F t q 1 such that C is unfixed and there are exactly two vectors in Cj j
 tq1. . Xwith a ¨ / 0. Denote them by ¨ and ¨ . In this case Carole choosesj j j
 .  X.c s ¨ , fixes the set C by setting x ¨ s 1, x ¨ s 0, and puts a markj j j j j j j
on the set C . Now the number of unfixed sets reduces to n y 1.j
 . XCase 2. The set C k F t is fixed with a mark. In C , ¨ and ¨ arek k k k
 t . .  t . X .the two vectors such that a ¨ / 0 and a ¨ / 0. Moreover, wek k k k
 .  X .have x ¨ s 1 and x ¨ s 0.k k k k
 4  4Let T s i N C is unfixed after steps 1 and 2 j k . The cardinality of Ti
 tq1. .is n q 1. As the number of nonzero a ¨ s is no more than 2n q 1,i
 tq1. .there exists an index j g T such that a ¨ / 0 for only one vectorj j
¨ g C .j j
By Step 2, every unfixed set C has at least two vectors such thati
 tq1. .a ¨ / 0. Therefore we have j s k, and every unfixed set has exactlyi
 tq1. .two vectors such that a ¨ / 0.i
If ¨ s ¨ , then remove the mark from C ; take the currently unfixed setj k k
 .C with the smallest index l. C has exactly two floating variables x ¨l l l l
 X.  .  X.and x ¨ . Fix C by choosing c s ¨ and letting x ¨ s 1, x ¨ s 0.l l l l l l l l l
Put a mark on the set C .l
If ¨ s ¨ X , this situation can be avoided by taking another solution forj k
 .  .system 5 . Note that the set of nonnegative solutions for system 5 is
nonempty, convex, compact, and of dimension at least 1. Thus there is
ª tq1.  .another vector a which satisfies conditions ) and eitherNew
a  tq1. ¨ s 1, .New, j j
 .for some floating x ¨ , orj j
a  tq1. ¨ s 1. .New, k k
Those are the cases in which Carole can keep Statement 2 true for
t q 1.
This finishes the proof of Statement 2.
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On each round t, the position vector P can be expressed as follows:t
P s ct i
C fixedi
s c# q c i
C fixed without marksi
s c# q a  t . ¨ ¨ , .  i
C fixed ¨gCi i
without marks
 .where c# is the vector chosen by Carole from the marked set C# if any
on round t. Therefore
t
 t .< <P s P y a ¨ ¨ . t t i
is1 ¨gCi
 t .s c# y a ¨ ¨ .  i
C unfixed ¨gCi i
or marked
 t . < <F 1 q a ¨ ¨ .  i
C unfixed ¨gCi i
or marked
F 1 q a  t . ¨ .  i
C unfixed ¨gCi i
or marked
F 1 q n.
This finishes the proof of Theorem 6.
w xCOROLLARY 7 3 . Let C , C , . . . be an infinite sequence of sets, where C1 2 i
is contained in the unit ball B n and 0 g Conv C for i s 1, 2, . . . . Then therei
exist elements c g C such thati i
t
c F 2n for t s 1, 2, . . . . i
is1
This corollary remains true if the l -norm is replaced by any symmetric2
seminorm.
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